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I try to make it a daily ritual upon awakening to chant Modeh Ani.

 'o�H�e�u h�j Qkn Whb�p�k h�b�t v sIn
/Wh ,�bUn�t v�C �r v�k�nj�C h �,�n�a�«b h�C �T �r�z�jva

I give thanks to you, living and enduring ruler, 
for continually restoring my soul to me. Great is your faithfulness! 

The “continually restoring” is my take on the meaning of she’he’che’zarta bi. The simple
meaning is based on the folk idea that at night our souls slip out of our bodies to be back in
heaven, their birthplace, for the night, and then God sends them back when we awaken.  How
that works out for those of us who wake up a couple of times during the night is a question...

I do not think of the migrating neshama in quite such literal terms. Rather, our souls are being
recycled and renewed and reborn over and over again.  We both are and also are not the
same persons from moment to moment. So I see this prayer and gratitude for having been
created to be the sort of being with an ever evolving spirit, wherein, however tied to our ways
we may be, however deep the rut we run in, a brand new beginning is always possible.  

We can become, in some respect or another, a new being. We are anyway, except we put a
lot of energy into making each new moment’s spirit as much a duplication of the older as we
can.  That is fear motivating avoidance of difference.  Nevertheless, the new is always
possible, and on Yom Kippur, this is what we are officially hoping to do. I say officially,
because most of us just hope to get through the day no worse than we were, but also not
overly touched. Do the time, and get out as unchanged as we can manage.  But one never
knows, do one?

Here is a terrible, and very personal story: one morning, when I was maybe ten or eleven
years old, when instead of chanting Modeh Ani, something else squeezed out of my lips. I
was saying, as if I could not help myself, “Curse God!  Curse God!  Curse God!” I did not
know why! And though this particular and peculiar incident did not reoccur, it deeply bothered
me. And even now, while I have come to understand the phenomenon a bit on psychological
and maybe even a spiritual level, I can not fathom what my ten or eleven year old self might
have experienced to bring it about.

When our congregation first acquired the machzor Wings of Awe, from which many of our
readings in our new machzorim derive, we encountered a strange piece, that we in fact read
last night after Barchu:

Praise Me, says God, and I will know that you love Me.
Curse Me, I will know that you love Me.
Praise Me or curse Me, I will know that you love Me.
Sing out My graces, says God.  
Raise your fist against Me and revile, says God.



Sing My graces or revile, reviling is also praise, says God.
But if you sit fenced off in your apathy, entrenched in “I couldn’t care less,” says God,
If you look at the stars and yawn, says God, if you see suffering and don’t cry out,
If you don’t praise and don’t revile...  then I created you in vain, says God.

And I knew that Rabbi Richard Levy must have had an experience like mine.  But this opens
a whole can of worms, doesn’t it? Just how outrageous can a prayer be and still be a real
prayer?  As a custodian of an ancient heritage, I try to be careful, but as a shepherd of
modern, living souls, I need to push beyond the comfort zone. 

Reciting a prayer just as a repetition of past words that were composed out of the sweat and
awe of some bygone thinker is really not much of an accomplishment, is it?  Any well trained
parrot could do that. If the prayer does not hurt in some way when it is said, it isn’t doing the
job.  We are meant to take out our souls and shake them into utter disquiet and discomfort.
Otherwise, really, why bother?  A little reaffirmation of social cohesion?  A nice party could do
that.  A nostalgic reacquaitance with melodies and rituals from our youths?  PBS has plenty of
stuff that can accomplish that. We are here to work.

We fast today.  Tradition, and in fact the Torah itself, says that on this day we are to “afflict
our souls.”  Remember who we are: we are Israel, the God-wrestlers. We are not the meekly
faithful, we are the fighting faithful. We will battle over issues as we see necessary, just as
Abraham, in Genesis 18, argued with God when he learned that Sodom and Gemorrah were
to be destroyed:

“Then Abraham approached him and said: Will you sweep away the righteous with the
wicked? ...Far be it from you to do such a thing, to kill the righteous with the wicked, treating
the righteous and the wicked alike. Far be it from you! Will not the Judge of all the earth do
right?”

We will battle over issues as we see necessary, just as Moses, in Exodus 32, after the
incident of the Golden Bull-Calf, argued with Adonai when he learned that God intended to
destroy all of Israel and begin again:

“Then Adonai said to Moses, “Go down, because your people, whom you brought up out of
Egypt, have become corrupt.  They have been quick to turn away from what I commanded
them and have made themselves an idol...  I have seen these people, Adonai said to Moses,
and they are a stiff-necked people.  Now leave me alone that my anger burn against them
and I may destroy them.  ...But Moses ...said, why should your anger burn against your
people, whom you brought out of Egypt with great power and a mighty hand? ...Turn from
your fierce anger; relent and do not bring disaster on your people...  Else write me also out of
your book”

We will battle over issues as we see necessary, just as Honi HaMega’el, the Circle-Drawer
did, recounted in the Talmud, Taanit 19a, when drought threatened the land:

“On one occasion, when God did not send rain...  Honi drew a circle in the dust, stood inside
it, and informed God that he would not move until it rained. When it began to drizzle, Honi told
God that he was not satisfied and expected more rain; it then began to pour. He explained
that he wanted a calm rain, at which point the rain calmed to a normal rain. He was almost



excommunicated for this incident in which he showed "dishonor" to God. However, the great
sage Shimon ben Shetach excused him, saying that Honi had a special relationship with
God.”

I can tell you what that special relationship was: Honi was a Jew. He was Israel, a
God-wrestler.

We will fight over issues as we see necessary, just as an anonymous scholar explained we
do in our own S’lichot prayers:

“The S’lichot petitionary prayers recited during the Days of Awe, in addition to expressing
contrition for our sinfulness are often characterized by an aggressive bargaining posture. We
remind God of the suffering to which we have been subjected and of the merits earned by our
righteous ancestors, and ask that these factors be counted to our credit.”

This is vividly exemplified by Rabbi Levi Yitzchak, the Berditchever Rebbe, as recounted in
many Hasidic tales:

“Rabbi Levi Yitzhak is said to have challenged God one Rosh Hashanah in a lawsuit,
convening a Bet Din, a Jewish Court, for the purpose.  God, he argued, had no right to
prolong Israel's exile when other more sinful nations were allowed to live in peace and
prosperity. The story ends when, after declaring God's guilt, the accusers rise to recite the
Kaddish.”

We are Israel, the God-wrestlers. We are not the meekly faithful, we are the fighting faithful. If
indeed, in some way, we have  been chosen by God, we were chosen to search out injustice
and confront the problem (Deuteronomy 16:20): Tzedek, tzedek tirdof “Justice, justice shall

you pursue!”  We were chosen to question even divine justice- for here we are in a world filled
with a seeming lack of God’s attention. Another anecdote concerning Rabbi Levi Yitzchak
recounts a man asking him, “Rabbi, if everything has a place in God’s world, as you say, then
what is the place of atheism?” The rebbe responded, “To teach us that we must not rely upon
miracles from heaven, but must do the work of justice with our own hands.”

So yes, sometimes a prayer, a true prayer torn from the beating heart, may sound like a
condemnation. Sometimes we praise, sometimes we must berate.  Sometimes we even spit
out a prayer in curses. Curse and curse, and then say Kaddish. But, as Dylan Thomas put it,
there is never any going gentle into that good night!

...Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
Though wise men at their end know dark is right,
Because their words had forked no lightning they
Do not go gentle into that good night.
...Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
And you, my father, there on the sad height,
Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, I pray.
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.


